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Abstract
In this paper, an intelligent annotation-based video data model called Smart VideoText is introduced.
It utilizes the Conceptual Graph knowledge representation fonnalism to capture the semantic
associations among the concepts described in le;..1 annotations of the video data. The aim is to
achieve more effective query, rct.r:icval and browsing capabilities based on video data's semantic
content. Finally, a generic and modular video database architecture based on Smart VideoText data
model is described.
Keywords: video databases, Conceptual Graphs, information retrieval
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1. Introduction
Video data, with its unique characteristics such as huge size, rich content, the temporal and spatial
nature, has posed many interesting challenges to the multimedia database research community.
One critical problem is the modeling of video data for effective content-based indexing and user
access capabilities, such as query, retrieval and browsing.
Video data can be modeled in teITIlS of its visual content (such as color, motion, shape,
intensity etc.) [14], audio content [2,18,23] and semantic content in the form of text annotations
[12]. Because machine understanding of the video data is still an unsolved research problem, text
annotations are usually used to describe the content of video data according to annotator's
comprehension and the purpose for the expressed data. Although such content descriptions may
be biased and incomplete, they still depict the amount of semantic content that can not be
obtained by current image processing or voice recognition techniques. Video annotation is
suitable for applications such as distance learning and news video databases, but is inadequate for
surveillance video databases, where data access through face recognition is often perfonned.
Visual content-based models are more appropriate for such applications [5].
Although they [9,12,30] take into consideration the temporal characteristics of video data
which also exist in its annotations, some video annotation-based models fail to model and use the
semantic relationships among the concepts expressed in the video and its annotations. A video
database user may want to browse the video data in terms of the temporal relationship between
video clips as well as the semantic association among them. The importance of capturing semantic
associations in a video data model is increase because of the fact that human beings always have
multiple expressions or terms for the same or similar semantics. Such capability in a video
database is highly desired, but has not been explored so far.
m this paper, we introduce Smart VideoText, an intelligent, annotation-based video data
model. The goal is to achieve more effective query, retrieval and browsing based on the semantic
associations existing in the video data. Here, the effectiveness is the degree of relevance of the
query results to what the user had in mind. This is achieved by combining VideoText video data
model [12] with the Conceptual Graph (CG) knowledge representation formalism [25] to model
the semantic associations among video annotations. The semantic association knowledge as well
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as other information about video data is encoded as Conceptual Graphs (CGs) and, along with a
proper inference mechanism, is used to support more flexible and effective video data access.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the current trends in Information
Retrieval systems, the Conceptual Graph knowledge representation formalism and the
Knowledge-Based Information Retrieval model based on this formalism. Section 3 gives a
summary of current approaches to video data modeling. It also motivates and outlines our
approach. The Smart VideoText data model is presented in Section 4, and in Section 5, different
video data access methods supported by the model are discussed, using some examples. A system
architecture based on Smart VideoText model is proposed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7
concludes the paper and suggests possible future work.
2. Knowledge-based Information Retrieval
2.1 Trends in Information Retrieval
Information retrieval (IR) systems retrieve textual documents using a partial match between a user
query and a proper document representation. There are three fundamental issues in building an IR
system: the choice of document representation, the query formulation., and a suitable ranking
function that determines the extent to which a document is relevant to a query. Different
categories ofretrieval models have been developed based on how these issues are addressed in the
system [7]. There are four main IR models: Boolean, cluster-based, probabilistic and vector-
space models [17,21,31]. The efficiency of a model is usually determined by the so-called
precision and recall measures. Precision is defined as the proportion of a retrieved set that is
actually relevant. Recall is the proportion of all relevant documents that are actually retrieved.
Various studies have attempted to combine the strengths of the above categories of retrieval
models and formulate a unified approach [3,19,22]. Recent research suggests that significant
improvements in retrieval performance requires techniques that, in some sense, "understand" the
content of documents and queries [21,29] and can thus infer probable relationships between
documents and queries. From this point of view, information retrieval is an inference process. The
aim of the inference is to facilitate flexible matching between the terms or concepts mentioned in
queries and those contained in documents. The poor match between the vocabulary used to
express queries and that used in the documents appears to be a major cause of poor recall. Recall
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of an IR model can be improved by using domain knowledge in the concept representation and
query processing without significantly degrading precision.
One knowledge-based approach to information retrieval is described in [13] where the
Conceptual Graph knowledge representation formalism is used to encode the semantic
associations among the various terms within a collection of text documents. This approach leads
to a knowledge-based hypertext model in which the links between text documents are implicitly
defined through the relationships among the elements (concepts, conceptual relations, concept-
type hierarchy etc.) of the knowledge base (KB). This approach could be considered to be a
knowledge-based IR model (KB-IR).
One advantage of using CGs in IR is that the complex semantic nets need not be manually
created to encode the semantic associations of the documents. CGs are already semantic nets; the
conceptual relations correspond to the links and the concepts correspond to the nodes. Moreover,
there are techniques that create CGs automatically through document parsing, at least for highly
organized documents such as programming language manuals [19] or for cases where a controlled
vocabulary is used.
2.2 Conceptual Graphs: Primitives and Definition
The CG model of knowledge representation is not only a general framework for expressing
natural language semantics but also a practical way to express a large amount of pragmatic
infonnation through assertions. All of the algorithms are domain-independent and every semantic
domain can be described through a purely declarative set of CGs. In addition, this model can
present high-order logical relations that are difficult to represent in a simple first-order logical
formalism [6].
The elements of CG theory [25] are concept-types, concepts and conceptual relations.
Concept-types represent classes of entity, attribute, state and event. Concept-types can be merged
in a lattice whose partial ordering relation < can be interpreted as a categorical generalization
relation. Thus, CAR<VEHICLE represents that CAR is a type of VEHICLE. A concept is an
instantiation of a concept-type and is denoted by a concept-type label inside a box or between
brackets. To refer to specific individuals, a referent field is added to the concept. Allowable kinds
of referent fields include: generic ([book: *] - a book); individual ([person: John] -
John); generic set ([book: {*}] - books); counted set ([book: {* } @3] - three books). Other
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types of referent fields are also allowed. Conceptual relations show the relation between concepts.
Each relation is constrained to which concepts it can connect. As for the concepts, there should
be a pre-defined but expandable set of relation-types in any given system. A conceptual relation is
denoted as a relation label inside a circle or between parentheses.
I(past) SITUATION:
L I person: mary agent ..f object J"- I give
I 1I person: john recipient I book I
Figure l: Conceptual graph of the sentence "Mary gave John a book".
A CG (Figure 1) is a finite, connected, bipartite graph. The nodes of the graph are either
concepts or conceptual relations. Each relation is linked (only) to its requisite number of concepts,
and each concept to zero or more relations. A CG represents information about typical objects or
classes of objects in the world and can also be used to define new concepts in terms of old ones.
In the CG fonnalism, every context (situation, proposition, etc.) is a concept. Thus,
contexts are represented as concepts whose referent field contains a nested CG. We will refer to
these kinds of concepts with the term conlexhwl concepts. A number of operations (canonical
formation rules) are also defined on CGs, by which one can derive allowable eGs from a
canonical basis [25]. The canonical basis is a set of CGs from which all other CGs are derivable
and it is manually constructed. The canonical formation rules enforce constraints on
meaningfulness; they do not allow nonsensical graphs to be created from meaningful ones. The
canonical formation rules are:
• Copy creates a copy ofa CG.
• Restriction takes a graph and replaces any of its concept nodes either by changing the
concept-type to a subtype or adding a referent where there was none before.
• Joining joins two graphs with a common concept over it. to fonn a single graph.
• Simplifying removes any duplicate relations between two concepts.
Other operations on CGs include:
• Contraction tries to replace a sub-graph of a given CG with a single, equivalent concept (or
relation), using the CG definition ofthis concept (or relation).
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• Expansion is the opposite of the contraction operation.
• Maximal Join is ajoin of two CGs followed by a sequence of restrictions, internal joins and
simplifications so that the maximum amount of matching and merging of the original graphs
is achieved. The maximal join can be regarded as a generalized unification operation [10].
Note that the term usually refers to both the resulted CG and the operation.
Restrict, join and simplify operations are depicted in Figure 2. The maximal join, as a
compound operation, is straightforward.
Gl: G2:
( agenl cal object book I I animal:"emma" location porch I
J. 1
I dog attribule color:brown I ( atLribule color:brown I
G3 is the reslriction ofG2 (concepl [animal:"emma"] is resLricted to concept [dog:"emma"] ).
03: G4:
II dog:"emma" location pon:h I ( agent '*-1 cal object >---.r book
1 1
( attribute color:brown I I dog:"emma" location porch I
1 1
( attribole:> ( attribute color:brown I
G4 is Lhejoin orGl and G3 over Lheir common concept [dog:"emma"].
G5 is the simplification ofG4 (removal oftlIe dublicale relation (attribute)).
G5: ( agent "" cal object '""""l book I"-1
I dog:"emma" / location pon:h I
1
( attribute color:brown I
Figure 2: Examples of restrict, join and simplify operations.
Deduction with CGs is perfonned via a top-down resolution algorithm. A query expressed
as a CG can be answered either by a direct matching with a CG of the knowledge base or an
indirect matching using inference rules. The classic Sowa's Oz example [25] is given in Figure 3.
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A person is a citizen ofOz if and only if any of the following conditions are true:
1) This person is born in Oz.
2) One of his parents is a citizen of Oz.
3) This person is naturalized in Oz.
clause (inference rule):
[CITIZEN: *X] (- (MEMB) (- [COUNlRY: 'OZ']
0:= [PERSON: *X] f- (AGNT) f- [BORN] -7 (LOC) -7 [COUNTRY: 'Oz']
clause (inference rule):
[CITIZEN: *x] f- (MEMB) (- [COUNTRY: 'Oz']
0:= [PERSON: *X] (- (CHLD) (- [PERSON: *y] and [CITIZEN: *y] (- (~fEMB) f- [COUNTRY: 'Oz']
clause (inference rule):
[CITIZEN: *X] (- (MEMB) f- [COUNTRY: 'Oz']
0:= [PERSON: *X] f- (RCPT) f- [NAlURALIZE] -7 (LOC) -7 [COUNTRY: 'Oz'J
clause (fact)
[PERSON: 'Tinman'] f- (AGNT) f- [BORN] -7 (LOC) -7 [COUNTRY: 'Oz']
~
(CHLD) -) [GIRL: 'Dorothy']
goal clause: "Who is a citizen oroz connlly 1" (: [CITIZEN] f- (MEMB) f- [COUNTRY: 'Oz'J
result :
[CITIZEN: 'Tinman'] f- (MEMB) f- [COUNTRY: 'Oz']
[CITIZEN: 'Dorothy'] f- (MEMB) f- [COUNTRY: 'Oz']
Figure 3: Deduction with CGs. The classic Sowa's "Oz" example.
3. Video Data Models
A video data model is a representation of video data based on its characteristics and content. as
well as the applications it is intended for. Some desired capabilities of a video data model include
multi-level video data abstraction; video annotation support; spatial and temporal relation support
and video data independence. Video data models can be based on the idea of video segmentation
or video annotation layering [5].
3.1 Segmentation-based Models
For a given video stream., segmentation-based models [8,9,27,28,32J usually use scene change
detection algorithms [11] to parse and segment the video stream into a set of basic indexing units
called shots. These shots can be matched or classified against a set of domain specific templates
(patterns) to extract higher level semantics (such as CNN Headline News) and structures (such as
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episode) contained in the video. A hierarchical video stream representation can thus be built
through this process.
The main advantage of these models is that the video indexing process can be fully
automated. But they also have some disadvantages, such as:
• lack offlexibility and scalability since video streams are pre-segmented by the scene change
detection algorithms;
• unreliable template matching because the similarity measure between two frame images is
ill-defined and limited;
• lack of applicability for video streams that do not have well defined structure. For example,
in a video stream of a class lecture, where there is no clear visual structure in tenns of shots,
segmentation using scene change detection algorithms is difficult; and
• very limited semantics can be extracted from template matching process which are
application specific.
3.2 Annotation-based models
The basic idea of the annotation-based models is to layer the content infonnation (depicted by
annotations) on top of the video streams, rather than segment the video data into shots. Each
annotation is associated with a logical video segment, which is, in general, a subset of a video
stream and is defined by the starting and ending frame numbers. Logical video segments can be
overlapped or nested [15,16,30] in an arbitrary manner.
One of the earliest annotation-based model is the stratification model proposed by
Davenport et a1. [4,24], which is based on the idea of annotation layering. Other annotation-based
models like, the generic video data model [9] and the Algebraic Video model [30] have been
developed since then. The annotation layering and the notion of logical video segment have the
following advantages:
• Various video access granularities can be supported, i.e. annotations can be made on logical
video segment of any length, from a single frame to the whole video stream.
• The annotation infonnation can be easily handled by previously existing, sophisticated
infonnation retrieval and database techniques.
• Various annotations can be linked to the same logical segment of video data to provide
multiple views of the video data [30].
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• Annotations can be added and deleted independent of the underlying video streams. This
supports dynamic and incremental creation and modifications ofvideo annotations.
• Video retrieval and queries based on semantic content can be perfonned at a level that
current image processing and computer vision techniques can not achieve.
An annotation-based video data model called VideoText model was recently proposed by
Jiang et al [12]. The model integrates IR and video databases to support free text video
annotations. This model is no longer limited by attribute/value pair type of annotations, and it
incorporates all possible interval relationships between two logical video segments. It not only
supports IR operators like AND, OR, NOT and ADJ, but also supports user queries that are based
on interval relations (OVERLAP, AFTER etc.) among logical video segments. The VideoText
model is briefly introduced in the next section.
3.3 VideoText Data Model
The VideoText model [12] is a video data model based on the concepts of logical video segment
and free text video annotations with arbitrary mapping between them. The model is defined as
VT~(V, T, Map)
where V is a set of video streams ViEV, i=l .....n, and also a set of logical video segments; a
logical video segment is a consecutive video frame sequence [f\,fi j+l, ..,f\] that has meaning
by itselffor indexing and query purposes. A logical video segment can span from a single frame to
the whole video and can also overlap with other logical video segments in arbitrary ways. T is a
set of video annotations that are free text segments that describe the content of the corresponding
logical video segments. Map is the mapping that defines the relationship between logical video
segments and video annotations. The relationship is, in general, many-to-many, that is, a logical
video segment can correspond to multiple annotations (different user views). and an annotation
can be assigned to several logical video segments (annotation sharing).
Since V and T are relatively independent from each other. the model also supports dynamic
creation and incremental updates of the video annotations. The VideoText model can be used to
implement a video database system with a modular architecture that consists of a video data
storage sub-system, an infonnation retrieval sub-system and an integrator sub-system which is
used to coordinate the other two sub-systems [12].
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Also defined by the VideoText model is a query language which supports queries based on
semantic content (video annotation documents) of video data. This query language uses Boolean
(AND, OR and NOT), temporal (ADJ) and interval operators (DURING, OVERLAP etc.). The
VideoText query language enables users to formulate complicated video queries which involve
temporal characteristics of video data. One such query expression can be [12]:
««George AND chair) AND (chair ADJ window)) OVERLAPS raining) BEFORE Chicago)
This query expression requires finding video segments whose annotations contain "George",
"chair", "window", with "chair" appearing before "windowll . Also, the segments should overlap
with a video clip that contains the annotation term "raining" and precedes a video clip with the
annotation term "Chicago".
3.4 Our Approach
Although the VideoText model [12] captures the temporal characteristics of the video data, it
does not consider the semantic associations among video annotations. A similar problem exists
with other annotation-based models [9,30]. Semantic association, which refers to the complex
relationships between different concepts and words, is important due to the fact that human
beings tend to express the same or similar meaning in multiple ways or through different concepts
and/or words. Modeling such associations will greatly improve the effectiveness of the video
query, retrieval and browsing capabilities. For an example, a user query such as "Clinton AND
Welfare" is semantically related to a logical video segment which annotated with "... the President
... Medicare ... ". The reason is that the terms "President" and "Clinton" refer to the same person.,
and "Medicare" is actually one type of "Welfare".
Our approach proposed in this paper is a knowledge-based video data model called Smart
VideoText. It extends the VideoText model [12] by utilizing the conceptual graph knowledge
representation formalism to capture the semantic associations among the concepts described in
the video annotations. This will enable the basic annotated-based video data model to provide
functionality beyond the simple operator-based video query and retrieval. Namely, the CG layer
allows hypertext-like browsing and natural language querying on the video data based on the
semantic relationship among video clips or logical video segments. Furthermore, the effectiveness
of the operator-based retrieval will be greatly improved because the CG layer will provide
semantic term matching. The details of our approach are presented next.
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4. The Smart VideoText Model
This section describes a new Video data model, called Smart VideoText. It extends the ideas of
the VideoText model [12] by applying knowledge-based IR techniques to capture and model the
semantic associations in the video annotations and support intelligent video query, retrieval and
browsing based on the semantic content of the video data.
4.1 Definition Of The Model
The Smart VideoText can be defined as a 5-tuple:
SrnartVideoText = (v, Maph T, Map2, KB)
where:
V is a set of video streams (vie V, i=l,... ,n) and also a set of logical video segments. It can
be simply denoted as [Vi j-k] where j and k are the starting and ending frames respectively, of
the logical video segment which is part of the video stream i.
T is a set of video annotations (t.tmE T) which are text segments that describe the contents of
the logical video segments ofvideo stream i.
The mapping relation Mapl defines the correspondence between annotations and logical video
segments. For instance, the mapping Mapl ( [t\] I [V340_980]) defines an one-to-one
relationship between video annotation 5 ofvideo stream 3 and the frame sequence 40 to 980 of
the same video stream. This mapping is, in general, a many-to-many relationship since, in this
way, an annotation could be shared among logical video segments or a logical video segment
could be multiple annotated (perhaps by different users) to fulfill different application needs
and to reflect possible different understanding of the same video data. In addition., logical video
segments implicitly define the temporal relationship between any given two annotations within
the same video.
KB is the knowledge base that is encoded according to the CG knowledge representation
scheme. It includes system knowledge, application knowledge and domain knowledge. More
details are given in Section 4.2.
Mapz is a mapping relation that maps a subset (application knowledge) of the KB to video
annotations T since only this knowledge is directly derived from the video annotations. Mapz is
a many-to-many relationship according to the mapping scheme described in Section 4.2.
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4.2 Video Knowledge Representation
The KB in the Smart VideoText model logically consists of three parts, namely system,
application and domain knowledge:
• system knowledge: this mostly includes rules about how to handle CGs (formation rules,
inference rules etc.),
• application knowledge: this is the knowledge related to the content of the video database; it
is derived from video annotations,
• domain knowledge: this includes knowledge related to but not explicitly defined in the video
database, such as the type hierarchy and concept definitions which are expressed as eGs.
Although all three parts are used during knowledge-based video access, only the application
knowledge is involved in the Mapz mapping since only this knowledge is explicitly derived from
video annotations. Extend of the automation of this knowledge derivation process varies, and it
could be considered, in general, as a semi-automatic one [26]. Usually, the more organized and
better structured the source text documents are, the more automation could be achieved.
The basic building blocks in the knowledge base are eGs, concepts and conceptual
relations. Following is the definition of these terms in the Smart VideoText data model using a
Prolog-like notation. Conceptual Graphs are defined as predicates of the form:
cg(ID, RelationList)
where ID is a unique identifier associated with this CG and RelationList is a Prolog list that
stores the conceptual relations of the specific eG.
A conceptual relation is defined as:
cgr(RelationName,ConceptIDs)
where Concept IDs is a list of concept identifiers that this specific conceptual relation joins and
RelationName is the name of the conceptual relation.
Concepts are represented as predicates of the form:
cgc(ID,VideoAnnotationIDList, Context, ConceptName,ReferentField)
where ID is a unique identifier associated with this concept, VideoAnnotationIDList is a
Prolog list of identifiers of the video annotations that contains this concept, Context is either
normal for the case of normal concepts or special for the case of contextual concepts.
ConceptNarne is the type~name of a normal concept or the context name of a contextual
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concept (situation, proposition etc.). ReferentField is a Prolog list that holds the referent
field of the specific concept. For instance, for the concept [Book: {*}@3] (three books), the
ReferentField has the value [{*}@3].
The concept and the relation type hierarchy are defined using is_ a relationships. For
example, is_a (car I vehicle) denotes that car is a kind of vehicle. Note that other kinds of
hierarchical relations such as equivalent, scope and association are not required to be explicitly
defined since they can be expressed using relations of the conceptual graph formalism.
The above Prolog oriented notation can handle complex CGs without information repetition
since concepts are indexed separately. Furthermore, a CG can be traversed starting from any of its
concepts [20].
,-----:-:-:-:-----:-:~---__=_____c:_:_------__,
ege( 10, [va_id(4,5)], nonnal, person, ['mary']).
ege( 20, [va_id(4,5)], nonnal, person, ['john']).
ege( 30, [va_id(4,5)], normal, give, [] ).
ege( 40, [va_id(4,5)], normal, book, [,*'] ).
ege( 50, [va_id(4,5)], special, situation, [100] ).
cg( 100, [cg« agent, [30,lOJ), egr( recipien, [30,20J), egr( objec, [30,40])]).
eg( 110, [ egr( past, [50] ) ] ).
Figure 4: "Mary gave John a book" expressed in Ule notation of the KB in Ule Smart VideoTexl model.
It is obvious that the Map2 mapping scheme is included into the above representations of
the various elements in the CG formalism. The VideoAnnotationIDList argument in the
cgc/5 predicate), is a list that holds this information as tuples of the form va id (i I j ) . Such
a binary tuple in a ege means that, the concept represented by this ege is mapped to the video
annotation j of the logical video stream i. This argument has the value va_ id (-1, -1) and
va id (0, 0) for concepts belonging to the system and domain knowledge respectively since
these are not derived from video annotations.
In Figure 4, we illustrate the concepts, conceptual relations and CGs for the example of
Figure I in the way they are stored into the KB ofthe Smart VideoText model. Note that context
is a flag; when it has the value special, then the next argument defines the context of a concept
(situation here) and not a usual concept-type name.
3 The symbol IN after the name ofa Prolog predicate denotes its arity (number ofargumenls).
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5. Video Data Access in Smart VideoText Database
Smart VideoText model supports multiple-strategy, knowledge-based video data access which
includes operator-based queries, natural language queries and hypertext-like video browsing,
based on semantic associations provided by the KB.
5.1 Operator-based Video Queries
An operator-based user query is an expression fonned through terms and zero or more operators
[12]. Terms are the strings that a user wants to find in the annotations of the target logical video
segments. The operators define the relationships between the terms and can be Boolean (AND
etc.), temporal (AD!) and/or interval operators (AFTER etc.). The detailed description and syntax
of such operator-based query expression can be found in [12]. A video query in the Smart
VideoText model, which is an extension of the VideoText query, is defined as:
Q(Expression,Scope,KBFlag,MaxResults)
where Expression is the Smart VideoText query expression described above, Scope defines
the granularity of the answer and can be video streams (v) or logical video segments (s),
KBFlag is a flag (true/false) denoting whether to use the knowledge base or not, and
MaxResults is the maximum number of returned query results.
Notice that if the Expression contains interval operators, then the Scope is always
logical video segments (5). This stems from the nature of this category of operators.
The utilization of the KB is expected to increase the effectiveness of the operator-based
video data access. This is due to the fact that exact term matching suffers in the following cases:
• poor recall: in this case, useful logical video segments are not retrieved because their
annotations contain a synonym or something semantically similar rather than the exact terms
presented in the video query, and
• poor precision: too many video annotations contain the given term(s), but not all the
retrieved logical video segments are actually semantically relevant to the video query.
The use of the KB (particularly the concept and relation type hierarchy) in the video data
model alleviates the poor recall problem. The following example will demonstrate why: an attempt
to match the term car with video annotations containing the term BMW-325i will succeed
because a concept [car:BMW-325i] exists in the KB, which implies that BMW-325i is a
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specific individual of the concept-type car. A discussion about how the KB can be used to
improve the video query precision is given in Section 5.2.
The existence of the KB in the Smart VideoText model provides two modes of operator-
based query evaluation: raw term matching and semantic term matching. The mode is determined
by the value of the KBFlag argument (false or true, respectively) in a Smart VideoText
query expression. The first case is straightforward: a text annotation (and its logical video
segment) answers to a video query if it contains all of the query tenns and satisfies all of the
constraints introduced by the operators. In the second case, a similarity measure is required to be
able to detennine the extent to which two concepts may be labeled "similar". Calculation of the
similarity of two concepts depends upon the prior identification of appropriate "sources" of
similarity associated with the concepts. Such a source is the concept-type hierarchy. Having the
fonn of a lattice, the type hierarchy of a CG system allows the computation of the distance
between related nodes in the lattice, which is often called semantic distance. The semantic
distance can be used as the measure to rank the results of an operator-based video query.
For a semantic match, if two concepts are syntactically different from each other but they
belong to the same branch of a concept-type hierarchy, the more specific one can be repeatedly
generalized to shorten the semantic distance between them. Between two semantic matches, the
one that uses fewer successive generalizations is more important since the semantic distance
between this one and the matching concept is shorter. Thus it has higher rank. We restrict to
generalization since specialization does not always preserve truth [25]. For example, specializing
the concept [building] to [hospi tal] is not correct in all contexts.
The operator-based query evaluation is perfonned by recursively decomposing it into sub-
expressions and processing them along the lines described in [I2]. The only difference is that in
the Smart VideoText model, ifa query tenn does not match a tenn in a video annotation., a try to
generalize the query term using the concept-type hierarchy is perfonned. On successful
generalization., the matching try is repeated, this time for the tenn which is the result of the
generalization. This is depicted in Figure 5. It is up to the user to decide whether to use raw or
semantic tenn matching in a video query. It would be better to have the semantic tenn matching
method automatically invoked when the raw tenn matching fails to give results or the number of
results is below a user defined threshold.
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Operator-based query ( T: True F: False J
QUCI)' Decomposition







Figure 5: Block diagram of UlC tenn malching part of the operator-based qucry processing. The "Tenn
Generalization" block provides Ule semantic term matching.
Notice that the effect of an operator-based query to a Smart VideoText video database
(SVTDB) is the derivation of a ranked subset SVTDB'. This allows users to recursively refine
their queries. Stated it in another way, the query evaluation process is recursive.
5.2 Natural Language Video Queries
Since the derivation of CGs from natural language text can be automated, it is possible to allow
video queries to be expressed in natural language. Such a query is converted into a query CG
which is then compared to the conceptual graphs in the KB using CG-based inference rules.
Depending upon the application, it is possible to have predefined query templates and let the user
to construct queries by filling in "slots". A query template corresponds to a semi-structured CG in
which the user is requested to precisely define it by either specifying one or more concepts or
replacing a generic referent marker of a concept with a more specific one.
/,, 4 city: X
agenl travel_mean -----+I vehicle: Z I
By which mean can I travel fromXlo Y? '0
Figure 6: A qucry lemplate ex-pressed in natural language and in CG fonn.
An example of a query template coupled with a semi-structured CG is illustrated in Figure
6. The user fills in the empty fields of either a natural language query or a CG expression (these
empty fields are represented as variables in italics in Figure 6) to make the question complete. In
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both cases, the result is a CG that the system tries to "prove" with the elements (COs, concepts
etc.) of the KB. Upon successful matching, the query CG will be augmented (possibly a modified
version of it due to an expansion operation, for example) with icons that will allow the user to
invoke a video player to play the related video clip(s). This is possible through the Mapl and
Map.2 mapping schemes which map COs and concepts to logical video segments.
It is a good idea to distinguish between directly related videos and indirectly related ones.
A logical video segment is said to be directly related to a user query, if its derived knowledge
matches syntactically the information need of the user, that is, without any use of other
knowledge. Consequently, for indirectly related logical video segments, additional knowledge has
been used (for example, the concept-type hierarchy) to complete the match which, as a result, is a
semantic match. The Dempster-Shafer theory [1] can be used to combine various "sources" of
similarity evidence associated with CGs to compute the total similarity between two CGs. Such
"sources" can be the maximal join, matching between relations, concepts and conceptual referents,
the concept-type hierarchy, and the ratio of arcs in the maximal join CG to the total number of
arcs in the larger of the two CGs that participate in the maximal join operation [1] (the size of a
CG is equal to the number of arcs that join the building blocks (concepts and relations) of it). The
contribution from any of the above sources of evidence of similarity can be equal or weighted. In
general, the total similarity can be defined as:
TotalSirnilarity = wl*Evidencel + w.2*Evidence.2 + ... + wN*EvidenceN
where Wi are the weights and LWl=l. According to [1], this combined similarity allows for
superior retrieval to that obtained by any individual form of evidence. This TotalSimilarity
value can be used to rank the results in the case ofnatural language video queries.
Since the end user is assumed to be unfamiliar with CG representation formalism, a
sophisticated graphical user interface (Gill) is necessary to make natural language video query
formulation as user friendly as possible. In a real application with a clearly defined content, a pre-
existing, controlled vocabulary can further alleviate the problem of user unfamiliarity with the CG
formalism.
The KB can be used in both operator-based and natural language queries to improve
precision. If a Smart VideoText query has produced too many returns, it is possible to use this
knowledge to construct system queries, that is, queries constructed by the system and presented
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to the user, to improve the precision of the returned logical video segments. For example, if
searching for video clips about cars has returned too many logical video segments, then, the
system should try to collect various instances of cars and ask the user ifhe/she is interested in any
particular brand name or model. According to the notation we have adopted for the concepts such
an operation is relatively easy, since all the information required for this task is enclosed into the
referent fields ofconcepts.
5.3 Video Browsing
All existing video browsing techniques are based upon the visual content of video data; although
useful in certain applications, they fail to follow the semantic content of the video data. The Smart
VideoText model supports an efficient and effective way for the user to browse a large collection
ofvideo data as well as the corresponding video annotations based on their semantic content. This
is achieved by using the semantic associations between the concepts of video annotations and
dynamically representing them as "hyperlinks" between the corresponding logical video segments.
The users can follow these links when they browse the video database.
A term in an video annotation., which is also a concept in the KB, could serve as a
hypertext-like link that points to a logical video segment that contains the same concept or a
semantically similar one. For instance, two video annotations containing the term "Mars" are
directly associated (so are their corresponding logical video streams), but any of them is indirectly
related to a third annotation containing the term "Pathfinder" and vice-versa. Thus, semantic
associations between the concepts in the KB can be the vehicle to browse over semantically
related video clips and video annotations. This functionality is supported by the Maph Map2 and
KB components in the Smart VideoText model.
Figure 7 gives an example of the browsing capabilities of the Smart VideoText model. Let's
assume that there are three logical video segments, namely LVSj, (i=I,2,3) with the corresponding
video annotations VA, (i~1,2,3). CG; (i=I,2,3) are conceptual graphs derived from those
annotations and they are part of the KB. Let's assume that the first set of data LVS I, VAl and
CG1 is presented to the user. The user can either ask the system to find information related to one
of the designers (say designer b) or ask for information related to skyscrapers. All can be done in
a hypertext-like fashion, i.e. some elements displayed have the potential to function as hypertext
links to other video data. The existence and functionality of these hyperiinks are provided by the
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model rather than explicitly defined by the database user. Hence, these KB-based links are
generated non the fly" rather than explicitly predefined and fixed as in hypertext documents like
the HTML pages on the World Wide Web.
VAl ofLVS I : "Tree famous skyscraper designers. "
CG j : [person:{a,b,c}] f- (agent) f- [designer] ~ (objecl) ~ [skyscraper]
[famous] f- (attrib) J
VA2 ofLVS2. "b. the designer ofthe Sears Tower."
CG2: [person:b] f- (agent) f- [designer] ~ (objccl) ~ [Sears Tower]
VA) ofLVS3: "The Sears Tower. Once the highest building. "
CGJ : [[building: Sears Tower] f- (attrib) ~ [highest] ] f- (pasl)
skyscraper < building
LVS,: Logical Video Segment i
VA;: Video Annotation i
CGi : Conceptual Graph i
Figure 7: Video Annotations (VAi) of some logical video segmen!.s (LVSi) and lheir corresponding CGs.
In the above example. a request for additional or related information about designer b, can
lead the user to VA2 or CG2 through a direct concept matching over [Person] and a
membership check over the referents. At any time, the user can also ask the system to play the
corresponding logical video segment, LVS2.
On the other hand, an information request about skyscrapers will drive the user to the third
set of data (VA" CG, and LVS,) given the fact that the concept-type hierarchy in the domain KB
includes a relation like is_ a (skyscraper, building). Moreover, from the third set of
data, the system can suggest the second set as very related information.
6. Smart VideoText System Architecture
The Smart VideoText model introduces a modular architecture for implementing video databases.
Although video segments, text annotations and application knowledge are related in the data
model, they can be managed by a different component of a Smart VideoText based system. Such
a system is outlined in Figure 8 and its components are described latter on.
• Databases: The Video database stores the video data while the Video Annotation database
stores annotations of the video data. Each annotation is stored together with a reference to
the logical video stream it annotates.
• Knowledge: The system knowledge includes the canonical formation rules and knowledge
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that is supposed to be application independent. Application knowledge is consisted of CGs,
concept-types, concepts and relations derived from video annotations. Although multiple
application knowledge bases can be allowed (one for each application), only one of them is
used at any time. This means that knowledge consistency checking is performed at the
application level. Domain knowledge includes the concept-type hierarchy together with the
concept and conceptual relation definitions of the various concepts and conceptual relations
used in the application. In other words, it includes all the knowledge related to the
application, but not explicitly defined in the video annotations.
• A kernel integrates the various modules into a single video database system. The kernel
includes a Prolog inference engine that is responsible for the inference.
• Several modules for the user/author including a parser, a semmltic interpreter, a query
hm1dler, a knowledge manager, a linkage assistant, an editor and a video player.
The parser uses syntactic rules to generate parse trees corresponding to all (or the user se-
lected) sentences of the video annotations, as well as to the queries expressed in natural language.
1 1 1 1 1
P ) (: Semantic [Query.] [ KB Systemme;
Video <- Interpreter Handler Manager Knowledge
DB I I I I
Application
--' Kerncl Knowledge
Video I I I DomainAnnotations Knowledge
DB <- Video] [ . ] Kuse;)Player Editor User Interface KB
Figure 8: Smari-VideoTexl System Architeclure
The semantic interpreter translates the above trees into CGs and, in the case of knowledge
construction, asserts them into the KB if they fulfill the canonical formation rules. In the case of
natural language query, the resulted CG is passed to the query handler module. In both cases, the
semantic interpreter can be manually forced to abandon some parts of a sentence with no interest.
The query handler lets the user construct queries concerning the video database. A query is
expressed as a CG and is constructed by the user either directly or indirectly. In the first case, the
user selects the appropriate items (concepts and relations) from a combination of selection
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components (menus, listboxes, etc.). It is also possible for the user to select a query from a set of
previously defined query templates, expressed in natural language. For each of them, there exists a
pre-constructed CG that is used to answer the query. Creating a CG-query indirectly means that
the user expresses it in natural language and the proper system modules (parser, semantic
interpreter) convert it into CG fonn. Operator-based query processing has already been discussed
in Section 5.1.
The knowledge manager supports operations such as review of the KB and assertion of
knowledge in any ofthe three parts of the KB. The review ofthe knowledge base is performed at
CG level. The user opens the KB file and displays any CG in graphical form. CGs that satisfy the
user-defined criteria can also be displayed. These criteria are filters that allow the user to inspect
COS with a common property. For example, in a geographical video database application, the user
may want to see all the CGs concerning the population of capital cities in order to update the
population numbers. Furthennore. the knowledge base can be modified if necessary. For an
example, when a video annotation is updated or deleted, the corresponding COS in KB are also
modified or deleted by the system. In addition, knowledge consistency techniques could be
applied to ensure that the knowledge base remains consistent after modifications.
The main advantage of the above architecture is its modularity which stems directly from
the video content and the knowledge representation methods that are used. Using textual
annotations to describe the content of the video data allows us to replace video data with any
media fonn. Furthermore, the KB related modules are independent of each other as soon as they
conform with the representation standards of COS, which are well founded. Hence, advances in
any of these domains could be easily utilized. Moreover, modularity introduces distributability,
which makes it easier for SmartVideoText to be implemented as a distributed video database
system
7. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have proposed an annotation-based video data model called Smart VideoText.
This model utilizes the conceptual graph knowledge representation formalism to capture and
represent the semantic associations among the concepts described in video annotations. The
model can support, among others, dynamic video annotation manipulation., annotation sharing and
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multiple interpretation of the same logical video segment. The model also includes a query
language that supports complicated video queries based on the semantic content of the video data.
Operator-based (Boolean, temporal and interval query operators) as well as natura1language
video queries are supported. The CG layer also allows transparent, hypertext-like content-based
browsing on the video data. Furthermore, the functionality of the operator-based video query and
retrieval is significantly enhanced because the CG layer provides semantic term matching. In this
paper, we have concentrated mainly on the video data model and its knowledge-based aspects.
Some issues in the Smart VideoText need further research. For example, the naive
representation of the ReferentField argument of the ege tuple in Section 4.2, although
provides the functionality required to establish the Smart VideoText model, could be further
improved, since it is a crucial factor in the calculation of the semantic distance between two
concepts. A more sophisticated treatment of ReferentField can be found in [20]. Another
interesting work is to use the KB for guided navigation in a video database. The presence of the
knowledge base and the inference mechanism allows for the implementation of intelligent agents
in order to provide guided navigation in a video database. For example, such an agent will be able
to incrementally create (as the user browses the Smart VideoText database) a user related KB
(user profile) and use it to provide suggestions or to filter out some links that the user consistently
Ignores.
We are currently in the process of implementing the Smart VideoText along the lines of the
system architecture proposed in Figure 8. The system will be web-based and provide distributed
query processing and video access. More issues concerning implementation aspects, such as query
optimization and various performance measurements, will be studied in the near future.
Applying the ideas of Smart VideoText model to other media forms (sound, graphics etc.) is
fairly straightforward since our model deals directly with an intermediate, textual representation of
the content of such data. Thus, extending our model to multimedia documents is feasible. This is
very important since, given the popularity of the World Wide Web and the constantly increasing
amount of multimedia data available online, knowledge-based IR systems will play important role
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